[Functional analysis of diluted solutions of human hemoglobin by using Oximeter-3000 WTW equipped with Trioxmatic-300 electrode].
The oxygen carrying capacity of dilute solutions of hemoglobin from normal human adults was examined, by using the above indicated Oximeter. The results show that, if the pO2s are compared with those drawn from the Oximeter-539 WTW (a simpler instrument) carrying the same oxygen electrode, there is a good correspondence between the data drawn from both the instruments. The advantage of the former is that pO2s are measure in mBr, whereas the latter measures the oxygen of the aqueous solutions in mg/l; then mg must be converted into Torr pO2. Since both instruments are usually employed in the oxygen measurement of waste waters of earth, another conclusion is that their sensitivity also allows the use in the bio-medical (and zoological) field. In fact, the data obtained agree with those of recent literature on the subject, which are mainly drawn from automated and sophisticated apparatuses specifically built at this purpose.